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D E M A N D G E N E R AT I O N
SURVEY
3rd Annual Benchmarking Study
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

K E Y TA K E AWAY S

The majority of enterprise organizations have
very large demand generation teams with 41%
reporting 20+ people focused on demand
generation. The rest of the organizations have
teams that range from five to nine people
(26%) and as small as two to four people
(17%). Organizations clearly recognize the
importance of demand generation and the
role it plays in driving revenue.
Marketers still struggle with effectiveness of
demand generation in reaching their primary
goals with only 17% reporting they are very
effective. Although 70% report moderate
effectiveness, that still means more than
10% are ineffective or don’t track results.
Organizations are still not spending enough
time on building and documenting a content
marketing strategy with only two-thirds
documenting their strategies. This is an
increase of 14.8% from last year. The lack
of documented strategy, coupled with the
majority of enterprise marketers (55%)
increasing their spend on content marketing,
may lead to poor results from their content

2016 B2B ENTERPRISE DEMAND
G E N E R AT I O N S U R V E Y
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is the third year we have surveyed B2B Enterprise Marketers to get
a better understanding of their approach to and success in the practice of
demand generation.
The ever-changing world of B2B marketing continues to

strategy and taking a more holistic approach to understanding

challenge marketing and sales teams to better engage

their buyer. However, even with all the improvements,

with our buyers. The third annual Enterprise B2B Demand

there are some areas, specifically measurement and content,

Generation Study by ANNUITAS seeks to understand the

that are still lagging behind with a less than optimal

strategies, objectives and goals of marketers working in

process and results.

enterprise organizations with revenues of $250 million
and above. All B2B marketers face challenges, however,
the enterprise is a unique group often underrepresented in
surveys and studies.

Our hope is the results of this survey give you an idea
of where your team ranks currently in terms of demand
generation sophistication, illustrates the improvements
that can be made and that it serves as a motivation to

This year we saw a 9% increase in the number of

you and your team as you seek to transform your demand

organizations who state that they are seeing success

generation. Achieving best-in-class results isn’t easy, but it

in demand generation. Additionally, more and more

can be done.

organizations are involving sales teams in marketing

marketing investments.

CARLOS HIDALGO
C E O , A N N U I TA S
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D E M A N D G E N E R AT I O N

How many Demand Generation programs/campaigns do you run on an
annual basis?
1-3
6.2%
4-6
13.3%
7-10
15.9%

D E M A N D G E N E R AT I O N O V E R V I E W

When asked this question in the
2015 study, less than 50% indicated
that they were running 15 campaigns
per year.
Seeing that more than half of enterprise organizations
are conducting 15 campaigns a year indicates that many
demand generation departments are still taking a tactical

11-15
8.8%

(one and done) versus strategic (perpetual/always on)

15+
55.8%

Buyers want to have an ongoing conversation throughout

approach to their programs.

the sales process, an “always-on,” strategic approach that is
optimized over time will yield better results.
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D E M A N D G E N E R AT I O N

What are the goals of your Demand Generation programs/campaigns? (Select

Again, as the 2014 and 2015 study also showed, the

top 3)

quality of leads was the top objective of demand
generation. The other categories varied only slightly yearover-year when compared with previous studies.

100
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It is encouraging to see almost 55% of organizations

90

beginning to adapt and target their existing customer base

Number of Responses

80

with demand generation; although less than 30% are using
it for customer retention. It is important that marketing

70

62

organizations continue to identify their customer base as a
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high-value opportunity that can drive more revenue.
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D E M A N D G E N E R AT I O N

How effective are your Demand Generation Programs/Campaigns at achieving

This year 19% of organizations have stated they are highly

your primary goal(s)?

effective in achieving their primary goals. This is an almost
9% increase from the 2015 survey. Those who say they are
“moderately effective” remained relatively the same.
With the majority of marketers stating their success is
moderate, it indicates that there are still challenges that are
preventing a scalable and repeatable approach to demand
generation at these organizations. In many instances this
lack of consistency can be traced to lack of resources,
challenges with skill sets at an organization and a lack of
overall understanding of strategic demand generation

Very eﬀective

Moderately eﬀective

Not at all eﬀective

19.5%

69.9%

7.1%

Do not know as
we cannot track
our success
3.5%
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D E M A N D G E N E R AT I O N

Qualiﬁed Leads
15%

Opportunities Delivered, 8.0%
Opens, Clicks, Impressions, etc., 6.2%

Other,
2.7%

New Activity at Known/Target Accounts, 3.5%

What is your PRIMARY measure of success for Demand Generation programs/campaigns?
Pipeline Generated

23.9%

Revenue Generated

20.4%

Net New Leads

16.8%

Qualified Leads Delivered
Opportunities Delivered
Opens, Clicks, Impressions, etc.

No Consistent Measurement, 3.5%

15%
8%
6.2%

New Activity at Known/Target Accounts 3.5%
No Consistent Measurement

3.5%

Other

2.7%
As in years past, the measurements that are being applied

This indicates that many demand generation marketing

to demand generation are not aligned to what respondents

departments are still grappling with adopting a standard

stated as their overall objectives. While the measurement

set of Key Performance Indicators that allow them to

of contribution to pipeline and revenue are an indication

accurately measure their demand generation success.

of a quality lead, 15% of firms stated that they have a
separate metric for quality leads (a 14% decrease from last
years survey) delivered yet for 81% it was their number one
goal.
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D E M A N D G E N E R AT I O N

What are the biggest obstacles to achieving your Demand Generation goals?

Marketers are continuing to struggle with a variety
of obstacles that are preventing them from reaching

Limited resources
25.2%
Lack of budget
18%
No defined strategy
15.3%
Lack of technology
14.4%
Lack of time
14.4%
Limited skill set
12.6%

their demand generation goals. The most significant
obstacle for the majority of enterprise marketers (25.2%)
remains limited resources, however, this number is down
significantly from last year’s 44%. The other obstacles that
present challenges include lack of budget at 18% with no
defined strategy next at 15.3%. Most interesting is the
tie between lack of technology and lack of time at 14.4%,
and the limited skill set as the least significant obstacle at
12.6%.
It is a positive sign that limited skill set and no defined
strategy have moved to lower spots on the list of obstacles.
However, marketers still face a broad range of challenges
in achieving demand generation goals.
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BUYER PERSONAS

Does your
organization
utilize buyer
personas
in the
planning
of Demand
What
are the
biggest obstacles
to achieving
your
Demand
Generation
goals?
Generation Programs and activities?

Yes
65.5%

In planning stages

No
12.4%
In planning stages
22.1%

No
Yes

BUYER PERSONAS

More and more we are seeing
organizations utilize buyer personas
as a part of their demand generation
planning. This year saw an 11%
increase in organizations who make
buyer personas a standard part of
their demand generation program.
This continuing upward trend (22% increase since 2014)
shows that organizations are becoming more buyer-centric
in their approach to demand generation.
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BUYER PERSONAS

What criteria do you use to develop your buyer personas? (Choose All That Apply)
Job Function

68.1%

Job Title

65.5%

Size/Revenue of Company

56.6%

Core Buyer Pain Points

55.8%

Purchase Authority / Influence

46%

Product Interest

32.7%

Buying Processes

30.1%

Content Channel Consumption

26.5%

Demographic Information (age, marital status, hobbies, etc.) 20.4%
Obstacles that inhibit better engaging with the buyer 10.6%
Other

5.3%

Similar to last year, job title and job function are the

by almost 3%. As a result, only 30.1% of demand

two leading factors used when building buyer personas.

generation organizations take this into account. Given that

While job titles can change across various companies, job

buying cycles are increasing in length and involving more

function (especially as it relates to a buying committee) is a

buyers, marketing teams should look to include this as a

better indicator that should be included.

stronger data point in developing more accurate and usable

While factoring in core buyer pain points increased by
3.5%, acknowledgement of the buying process decreased

buyer personas.
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BUYER PERSONAS

Who is primarily responsible for the development of buyer personas in your organization?
(Select All That Apply)
Product Marketing

40.7%

Corporate Marketing

39.8%

Demand Generation

28.3%

Campaign Marketing Managers

25.7%

Content Marketing

25.7%

Sales

19.5%

Product Management

16.8%

Field Marketing

15%

Line of Business Managers

6.2%
The responsibility of the demand generation department

specifically for demand generation. Some personas may

for the creation of buyer personas has decreased ever

have a core corporate or product persona, but have

so slightly this year over last year by just 2%. However,

different attributes that are specific to demand generation.

there is consistency in Product Marketing and Corporate

Understanding the roles buyers play and how their

Marketing having the responsibility for the creation of

personas may differentiate contributes significantly to

buyer personas.

understanding the buyer across the entire buyer’s journey.

Organizations need to be aware that not all personas
are created equal and there should be personas created
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BUYER PERSONAS

Which of the following do you consider when you are developing buyer personas? (Select all that apply)
Secondary research from analysts & industry publications 60.2%
Sales team recommendations

60.2%

Current customer interviews

54%

Marketing team recommendations

52.2%

Current market conditions of your prospects

48.7%

Prospect interviews

37.2%

We do not take any of these steps

4.4%

There was little variation in the responses from this year as

The fact that prospect (vs. customer) interviews figures

compared to last years study with the biggest shift being a

so low in the persona development process is a red flag.

drop of 3.8% of organizations interviewing their customers

Personas developed from potential customers that have

and a 4.2% drop in sales interviews as part of the persona

not yet been indoctrinated into a company’s vocabulary

building process.

and process offer different insights into the buying process

Overall, understanding your buyers and knowing what
events and market conditions (48.7% consider this) will
enable a more well-rounded view of your buyer and
provide better insights into the content creation process.

and the pains and priorities of a buyer than existing
customers do.
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BUYER PERSONAS

Is sales involved in the development or approval of buyer personas?

Yes, 47.8%

No, 19.5%

Sometimes, 32.7%

Similar to last year, less than 50% of organizations

As demand generation is a marketing and sales discipline,

consistently include sales on the development of buyer

it should be noted that for better alignment and overall

personas with this years study showing a slight increase

results, marketing and sales should both be equally

of 1%.

involved in the construction of buyer personas.

How often do you refresh your buyer personas?

Every 3 months

6.2%

Every 6 months

11.5%

Every 9 months

3.5%

Annually
Never

63.7%
15%
This years survey saw a big jump (16.3%) in the

Given the rapid change of buyers and their increasing

number of organizations that refresh their personas

sophistication, organizations would do well to look to

on an annual basis. The survey also saw a sharp

optimize their personas no less than every six months so

decline (11.6%) in organizations stating they never

they are aware of any changes or different behaviors and

refresh their personas.

can adjust their content accordingly.
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BUYER PERSONAS

Sometimes – depends on the solution
we are promoting, 31.0%

Yes, 46.9%

Do you take into account buying committees (i.e. multiple buyers involved in
the purchase process) when you create buyer personas?

This years survey showed an increase of 5.7% of
organizations taking buying committees into account when
creating buyer personas. Multiple studies of B2B buying

Yes
46.9%

patterns show an increase in buying committee members
and a move to a consensus-buying patterns.

No
22.1%

Given this new normal, organizations need to understand

Sometimes - depends
on the solution we
are promoting
31%

committees into account going forward. Currently less

the number of buying stakeholders and focus taking
than half (47%) do this on a regular basis. This may be
an indication of the rise in popularity of account-based
marketing (ABM) that many organizations are now using to
reach their buyers.
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CONTENT MARKETING

How will your spend on content marketing compare to last year?
Will increase
54.9%
Will decrease
5.3%
Will stay the same
29.2%
I don’t know
10.6%

CONTENT MARKETING

The number of organizations that
say they will increase their content
marketing spend rose only by .9%
year-over-year while those who said it
will stay the same decreased by 4.9%.
While content is the fuel for any demand generation
program, organizations need to be aware that simply
creating new content will not necessarily equate to overall
demand generation success. The key is creating content
that is aligned to buyers and their purchase process.
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CONTENT MARKETING

Do you have a documented content marketing strategy?

This years study showed that less than two-thirds of
enterprise marketers have a documented content strategy.
This is a decrease of 17.2% compared to the 2015 results.

I don’t
know

This corresponds to the 35% who stated there is no
documented strategy for their organizations, which is a
14.8% increase over last year.

No
Yes

Yes
59.3%

While not yet a trend, it can serve as an indication

No
34.5%

developing a content strategy that is buyer focused.

I don’t know
6.2%

that organizations are spending less time planning and
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CONTENT MARKETING

Does your content align to your buyer’s pain points and challenges?

Yes, 60.2%

No, 10.6%

The rise in organizations that are creating content directly

This indicates that more B2B demand generation

related to their customers pain points and challenges

marketers are looking to connect with their buyers and

increased by almost 10% (9.7%) year-over-year and those

attempting to create more relevant content.

Sometimes, 29.2%

who only do it on occasion dropped by 15%.

Sometimes, 29.2%

Yes, 60.2%

Sometimes
29.2%

Yes
60.2%
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CONTENT MARKETING

Do you create content that speaks to every member of the buying committee?

Not all content is created equal, and with the rise of
multiple stakeholders as part of the buying process,

Yes
38.1%
No
61.9%

content has to align to each. There was a slight 3.2%
increase in the number of organizations that write to
each buying committee member (38.1% this year) as
opposed to last year, but the fact that almost two-thirds
of organizations are still not accounting for buying
committees is an indication of a lack of content marketing
maturity within the demand generation discipline.
While 46.9% take buying committees into account when
developing personas, only 38.1% create content that
speaks to the committee.
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CONTENT MARKETING

Who is responsible for creating content in your organization? (Select all that apply)
Corporate Marketing

61.9%

Product Marketing

60.2%

Campaign Marketing Managers

47.8%

Demand Generation

43.4%

Product Management

19.5%

Line of Business Managers

13.3%

Sales

13.3%
While it is encouraging to see 43.4% of demand generation

Much like personas, not all content needs are the same

departments responsible for the creation of demand

throughout the buyers journey. B2B demand generation

generation content (a 7.6% increase over last years survey),

professionals would see a better overall return on their

the responses still show that most organizations default

content marketing investment if given total control of their

to corporate or product marketing for the production of

content creation and development.

content.
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CONTENT MARKETING

How many different marketing tactics (email, social media, direct mail, telemarketing, etc.) do you use to deliver
your content?

2-4,
25.7%

5-7,
40.7%

8-10,
21.2%

Like last year approximately 40% of organizations use

understand the channel preferences by each buyer and use

5-7 tactics to distribute their content. As buyers operate

them accordingly for better overall engagement throughout

across multiple channels, it is important that marketers

the buyers journey.

11-15,
5.3%

15+,
7.1%

Do you assign lead scoring value or weight to your content based on where it is used in the buyer’s purchase process?
Yes, specific content pieces are worth more

56.6%

than others
No, all downloads are worth the same amount

24.8%

of points in lead scoring
We do not define the purchase process

18.6%

of the buyer
More than half of the respondents are beginning to score

process their buyers take to purchase. This also indicates

their content based on buyer journey consumption rather

they are constructing a lead score based on the timing of

than just grading them all of the same. This is a positive

the interactions, rather than the content assets, and this

indication that marketers are becoming more aware of the

will yield better overall results.

Yes, speciﬁc content pieces are worth more than others, 56.6%
We do not define the purchase process of the buyer,
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LEAD NURTURING

Do you use Lead Nurturing as part of your Demand Generation Strategy?

No

Yes
89.4%
No
10.6%

LEAD NURTURING

The overwhelming majority (89%) of
respondents are using lead nurturing
as a part of their demand generation
strategy, which is a 12.3% increase
over last year.
This is an indication that marketers are focusing on ongoing engagement with their buyers and understanding the
importance of communication throughout the purchase
process.

Yes
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LEAD NURTURING

If you answered yes to the previous question, is Lead Nurturing integrated into your strategy or do you
run separate Lead Nurturing Campaigns?

It is treated separately, 40.7%

It is a speciﬁc stage in the Demand Generation Strategy, 59.3%

While 59.3% state they have nurturing as a specific stage

to gaps in how leads are handled and is an area where the

of their demand generation strategy, nearly 41% state that

41% would do well to focus to ensure a defined end-to-

they are still treating it separately which means a lack of

end engagement with buyers.

continuity in the dialogue with their buyers. This could lead

Do you create specific content for lead nurturing (middle of the funnel) that is different in tone and
language from early and late stage content?

Yes, 53.1%

No, 18.6%

Sometimes, 28.3%

More than half of enterprise organizations are creating

study and is an indication of improved demand generation

nurture-specific content on a consistent basis. This is a

maturity.

significant increase of 17.3% as compared to last years
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LEAD MANAGEMENT

Are there defined Lead Stages, Lead Qualification Stages and Definitions that
both marketing and sales agree on in your organization?

LEAD MANAGEMENT

More and more organizations are
seeing the importance of marketing
and sales having an agreement on lead
qualification stages and definitions.
The 67.3% of organizations that have agreement,

We have informal
definitions but nothing
is documented

Yes
67.3%
No
10.6%

No

Yes

We have informal
definitions but nothing
is documented
22.1%

represents a 6.7% increase over the 2015 study. Of the
22% stating it is informal, but not documented, there is a
high probability that there is nothing in place to drive more
value and alignment across the two departments.
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LEAD MANAGEMENT

What lead stages do you use? (Select all that apply)
Inquiry/Contact

68.1%

Pre – MQL Stage 1

32.7%

Pre- MQL Stage 2

24.8%

MQL – Marketing Qualified Lead

83.2%

SAL – Sales Accepted Lead

57.5%

SQL – Sales Qualified Lead

81.4%

Closed (Won/Lost)

72.6%

Other

11.5%
Over 80% of organizations have MQL and SQL as defined

loosely defined criteria and that their lead qualification

stages of their lead qualification model. It is surprising to

model does not take into account the end-to-end buyers

see that less than 60% have SAL as a defined stage. This

journey.

would indicate that a good number of marketers have
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LEAD MANAGEMENT

How do you score leads? (Select all that apply)
Score on behavioral activity

59.3%

Score based on call to action (i.e. white paper download,
email click, event attendance, Etc.)

56.6%

Score on demographic (title, level) information

48.7%

Score based on action taken and where it corresponds
to the various stages of the buying cycle

43.4%

Score on account-based criteria (revenue, employee
count, industry)

40.7%

Score on the engagement channel

37.2%

We do not score leads

11.5%

As expected, nearly two-thirds (59.3%) of demand

criteria for lead scoring and lead management purposes as

generation teams are scoring leads based on behavioral

another data point.

activity. Additionally, almost half (48.7%) are also scoring
based on demographic information, which is also a key
component of scoring and is an increase of 10.2% over last
years study. Expect to see more organizations focus on
account-based marketing (ABM) and continue to use this

The number of organizations that do not score leads has
decreased by almost 11% over the 2015 study, which
is another indication of the overall demand generation
maturity of organization.
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LEAD MANAGEMENT

When they ﬁll out a form
16.8%

Once they are qualiﬁed by our inside/outsourced lead development team
42.5%

threshold after multiple touch points, 31.9%

When does marketing pass leads to sales?
When they fill out a form

16.8%

Once they are qualified by our inside/outsourced
lead development team

42.5%

Once they have reached a certain lead scoring
threshold after multiple touch points

31.9%

Other

8.8%

In response to this question last year, 45% of organizations

6%. Overall, ANNUITAS has found that using a human

were using some form of a lead development team as

touch, i.e. lead development team, will ensure a higher

opposed to the 42.5% of organizations that are currently

quality lead than only relying on automation and data.

using one. Additionally, those who are relying on
automation to score and pass leads has increased by nearly
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LEAD MANAGEMENT

Does your organization have specific lead routing rules that govern how qualified leads will be sent
to sales?
Yes

77%

No

8.8%

Informally but nothing is documented

14.2%
More than three-quarters of teams now have defined lead

As stated earlier, organizations that do not have anything

routing rules for marketing and sales. This is an increase

documented will fail to see value. They would do well

of nearly 14% over last years study showing an increased

to document and monitor the routing of leads to ensure

alignment for marketing and sales teams as it relates to

proper follow-up and provide a better buying experience.

demand generation.

Does your organization have defined agreements (SLAs) between marketing and sales that define
times for lead routing, lead response and lead disposition?
Yes

55.8%

No

21.2%

Informally but nothing is documented

23%
It is interesting to see that 77% of organizations have

increase over the 2015 study, there is still a gap in the

defined routing rules, but only 56% have service level

definition of the rules and the monitoring of the rules via

agreements to ensure that the routing of leads is timely

SLAs.

and effective. While the 56% who have SLAs is an 11%
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LEAD MANAGEMENT

We have static web forms that ask
for contact information and one or
two qualification questions, 28.3%

We collect as much
information as we can on
each web form, 8.0%

We use a progressive
profiling approach, 24.8%

We use outbound methods (email,
telemarketing, etc.) to try and capture
information , 8.0%

How does your organization primarily capture information on potential leads?
We have static web forms that ask for contact information and one or two qualification questions

28.3%

We collect as much information as we can on each web form

8.0%

We use a progressive profiling approach

24.8%

It varies from campaign to campaign

31.0%

We use outbound methods (email, telemarketing, etc.) to try and capture information

8.0%

Progressive profiling is continuing to increase among

8% increase in the companies that use static web forms,

enterprise demand generation teams with an increase

which is not a standard best practice and will not be as

of almost 10% year-over-year. However, there was a

effective as a progressive profile approach.
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LEAD MANAGEMENT

Lead routing is automated via our technologies, 71.7%

Lead routing is manual, 18.6%
Lead routing is done via email, 9.7%

How are leads routed in your organization?
Lead routing is automated via our technologies

71.7%

Lead routing is manual

18.6%

Lead routing is done via email

9.7%

Automated lead routing saw a near 8% increase in

in the B2B marketing arena today, it is surprising to see

organizations as they look to have their lead routing

nearly one in five enterprise companies are still relying on a

handled via technology, avoiding errors that can come with

manual lead routing process.

a manual approach. Given the proliferation of technology
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O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L D E S I G N

Do you have a department that oversees all aspects of Demand Generation
including the development of personas, creation of content, implementation of
programs and measurement?
In planning stages

Yes
56.6%
No
33.6%

No
Yes

In planning
stages
9.7%

O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L D E S I G N

It is interesting to see that nearly 57%
of organizations have what they deem
as a “dedicated demand generation
team”, yet 60%+ of respondents stated
that either their product marketing
or corporate marketing teams are
responsible for the creation of buyer
personas and/or content.
Given the specialization for B2B demand generation, it
is a positive sign that more organizations are looking to
departmentalize the demand generation function, but this
needs to include all aspects.
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O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L D E S I G N

How many people in your marketing organization are focused on Demand Generation?

2-4,
16.8%

tive and aligned approach ,

5-9,
26.5%
We get sales feedback before a
campaign/program is launched,

10-14,
8%

15-20,
8%
We have a formal training for
them on what has been launched,

20+,
40.7%
There is no alignment or collabora
tion between the two, 8.8%

How involved is sales in the design, review and approval of Demand Generation strategies?
Very involved, it is a collaborative
and aligned approach

18.6%

We get sales feedback before a
campaign/program is launched

28.3%

We have a formal training for them
on what has been launched

8%

We update them on the new programs

36.3%

There is no alignment or collaboration
between the two

8.8%

Less than 20% have marketing and sales aligned around

Demand Generation is a marketing and sales function and

a common demand generation strategy. While the drop

disciplined organizations that are not taking this approach

is not drastic, the 18.6% who describe themselves as

will see limited results.

collaborated and aligned, is down from last year.
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O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L D E S I G N

By function - email, events, marketing
automation, field marketing etc., 32.7%

We have a centralized Demand Generation department that is responsible for all of Demand Generation, 47.8%

All Demand Generation exists under a Line of
Business or under an individual Line of Business,

How is the Demand Generation organization aligned?
By function - email, events, marketing automation,
field marketing etc.

32.7%

We have a centralized Demand Generation department

47.8%

that is responsible for all of Demand Generation
All Demand Generation exists under a Line of Business

19.5%

or under an individual Line of Business

Nearly half of all enterprises have a centralized demand

create demand generation departments. Best practices

generation function within their organizations. This is an

would be to do away with demand generation by

increase of more than 12% as compared to the responses

function, which still exists in more than 32% of enterprise

from last years study.

organizations.

As demand generation becomes more sophisticated and
specialized, it is anticipated that more organizations will
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O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L D E S I G N

Does your organization have a team dedicated to content production?
Yes

55.8%

No

36.3%

In Planning Stages

8%
This was a new question for the 2016 study, and while

that content for demand generation is fundamentally

more than half of organizations state they do have a

different than corporate communications or product

dedicated content production team, it must be understood

marketing content.

Is there any formal training/ongoing marketing enablement for your teams?
Yes

48.2%

No

40.2%

Not Yet But Planning To

11.6%
This question was another addition for the 2016 study and

to persist, it is expected that the number of enterprise

it is encouraging to see that nearly 50% of all organizations

organizations who invest in this manner will continue to

are investing in formal training and enablement for their

increase.

marketing teams. As the skills gap challenge continues
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O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L D E S I G N

Please rate the skill set of your marketing personnel in terms of executing
Demand Generation Strategy.

The skills gap that exists in demand generation
departments is still very apparent in that less than 27%
have rated their teams skill set as “very effective”. While
this is a significant increase over the 7.3% of very effective
respondents to last years study, there is still a need for
marketing enablement and skills development to keep pace
in today’s complex and sophisticated demand generation
world.

Very eﬀective

Somewhat eﬀective

Not at all eﬀective

26.5%

67.3%

6.2%
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MARKETING TECHNOLOGY

Are your marketing automation and CRM systems integrated?

No

I’m not
sure

Yes, but strictly one way
marketing automation to
CRM

Yes, bi-directional integration
with CRM changes applied
to MAS

Yes, but strictly one
way marketing
automation to CRM
31.2%
Yes, bi-directional
integration with CRM
changes applied to
MAS
45.9%
I’m not sure
9.2%
No
13.8%

MARKETING TECHNOLOGY

The ever-increasing availability of
new marketing technologies and the
applications of those technologies
causes this an area of the study
change a little each year.
As organizations adopt more technologies into their daily
use, the goal is to have technology enable the strategy,
instead of drive the strategy. Introductions of new
technologies also means that new processes are needed to
enable the technology and optimization of new processes
will become important to best utilize the technologies.
Although organizations are becoming more sophisticated in
their use of technology, there are still some best practices
that need further adoption including overall integration of
technologies into the organization. Marketing automation
and CRM technologies are common solutions for
enterprise marketers in 2016, yet with less than 50% using
these bi-directionally, we still have work to do.
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MARKETING TECHNOLOGY

We have been somewhat eﬀective in contributing to pipeline and revenue, 56.9%
Yes we have been very effective and it has had
a big impact on our pipeline and revenue 29.4%

Marketing automation has not
delivered the expected ROI, 13.8%

Has your organization been effective with the use of marketing automation?
Yes we have been very effective and it has had a big
impact on our pipeline and revenue

29.4%

We have been somewhat effective in contributing to 56.9%
pipeline and revenue
Marketing automation has not delivered the
expected ROI

13.8%

Less than one-third of organizations have seen high

While those who are very effective has increased by 10%

effectiveness from their marketing automation investment.

when compared to last years respondents, the number

This only underscores the point that technology without a

who are seeing this level of success is extremely low when

defined and documented strategy can only be marginally

compared to the adoption rates of marketing automation

effective (57% of enterprise demand generation teams)

across B2B enterprises.

find themselves.
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MARKETING TECHNOLOGY

Marketing, 54.0%

Co-owned by marketing and IT, 30.1%

Who owns the governance of your marketing technology?
Marketing

54%

IT

9.7%

Co-owned by marketing and IT

30.1%

Sales

2.7%

Other

3.5%

This years responses show that perhaps there is a drive

a co-ownership of marketing and IT in the governance of

across enterprise organizations for CMOs to better align

MarTech solutions.

with their CIOs. This is evidenced by the 27% increase in

Is there a marketing technology team, or a dedicated marketing technologist in your organization?
(Not marketing automation power users, more general technology specialists)
Yes

46%

No

47.8%

In the planning stages

6.2%
The rise of technology specialist within the demand

increase in enterprise organizations that have this role as

generation function continues to increase. This is not a big

part of their organizational structure and it is expected this

surprise given the ever-increasing adoption of technology

number will continue to increase.

by CMOs and their departments. There is a nearly 5%
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MEASUREMENT / KPI

Does your organization have a standard set of KPIs that it tracks to measure
Demand Generation Success?
We have an
informal set of KPIs

MEASUREMENT / KPI

A great majority of enterprise demand
generation teams have a standard
set of Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) that they apply to their demand
generation programs.
This 5% increase over last years study shows an increasing
focus by demand generation marketing departments on

Yes
61.9%
No
15%
No

Yes

We have an
informal set
of KPIs
23%

measurement that has been minimal in the past.
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MEASUREMENT / KPI

Please select all of the marketing performance KPIs that you currently track:

Number of Responses
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While measurement of demand generation programs

documented definitions) the second leading metric (77%)

is clearly a focus of enterprise organizations, less than

is the amount of web traﬃc. Although this metric can be

50% track “return on marketing investment.” As a result,

useful, when viewed on it’s own does nothing to show

organizations are still challenged by demonstrating the

the value of demand generation. Data and metrics need

value of their programs.

context to provide true value and enable insight.

Beyond the tracking of net-new leads, which is done
by almost 79% of organizations (yet only 67% have
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MEASUREMENT / KPI

Do marketing and sales have a common set of KPIs that they both
use to measure success?

While 62% of demand generation teams have a standard
set of KPIs by which they measure the success of their
programs, that number drops to 38% when asked if these

Yes
38.1%

KPIs align with sales. While this is an 11%+ increase over

No
33.6%

It is necessary for marketing and sales team to have a

We are moving
towards a common
set of KPIs
28.3%

optimize demand generation performance.

last year, the number is still surprisingly low.

common set of metrics whereby they can measure and
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MEASUREMENT / KPI

Do you have performance KPIs for each stage of the buying process, and the buyers’ online and
offline behavior?

Yes, 26.5%

No, 55.8%

In the planning stages,
17.7%

The responses to this question are virtually the same when

Without insight into the various stages of the buyer’s

comparing this year’s study to the 2015 study. While demand

journey, it will be impossible to continually optimize

generation marketers are making strides in advancing their

programs, thus limiting the long-term chances of success.

measurement capabilities, they are still challenged by aligning
these metrics to the buyers journey.

We do not have time to review them
on a regularly scheduled basis, 17.7%

How often do you review your Demand Generation KPIs?
Weekly
Bi-Weekly

19.5%
8.8%

The majority of enterprise demand generation teams are
reviewing their program metrics with either a monthly
or quarterly cadence. It is vital for organizations to

Monthly

32.7%

dedicate the time to review program performance and

Quarterly

21.2%

not reviewing due to “lack of time” need to reprioritize

We do not have time to review them
on a regularly scheduled basis

17.7%

optimize accordingly. The 18% of organizations that are
to ensure they can give the time necessary and ensure
program improvement longer term.
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MEASUREMENT / KPI

Do you analyze the KPIs and leverage your findings to optimize program performance?

Yes, 50.4%

The value in KPIs is the intelligence that is derived from
them and only half of organizations are using their metrics
to enhance their programs. Demand generation marketers
need to consistently analyze their data and apply the
intelligence to their programs as a way to continually
optimize performance.

No, 13.3%

Sometimes, 36.3%
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CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Enterprise organizations continue to struggle to achieve
greater results from their demand generation efforts and
content marketing investments. Although some significant
progress has been made over the last year in terms of
organizations that document their strategies, have better
trained resources and have sales better integrated into the
demand generation process, there is still much work to be
done.
Organizations must continue to focus on buyer-centricity
across all aspects of demand generation and gain a
better understanding of the roles buying committees
play in enterprise B2B purchases. Today’s B2B buyer is
complex, with a multi-faceted buyer’s journey. The more
organizations can understand their buyers and align the
people, process, content, technology and data to deliver
value to the buyer, the more successful they will be in
creating opportunities to drive revenue.
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

What is the size of your organization in terms of annual revenue?

$250M to
$500M

$250M to $500M
17.7%

$5B+
$500M
to
$749M
$750M to $999M

Would you describe your company as a B2B or B2C Enterprise?

Blended
B2B & B2C

B2B
79.6%

$500M to $749M
10.6%

20.4%

$750M to $999M
5.3%
$1B to $5B
31.9%
$5B+
34.5%

How many employees does your organization have?

$1B to $5B

Less than 500

2.7%

500 - 900

8.8%

1,000 - 2,000

12.4%

2,000 - 5,000

17.7%

5,000+

58.4%
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

What is your primary industry?

Technology/High
Tech/Software
57.5%

Telecom
4.4%

Business Services

Manufacturing

Financial Services

Other

11.5%

9.7%

6.2%

6.2%

Health or Health
Services
4.4%
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

What marketing automation platform do you use?
Oracle/Eloqua

34.5%

Marketo

25.7%

Pardot (Salesforce.com)

11.5%

Other

11.5%

Hubspot

5.3%

Neolane (Adobe)

3.5%

None

3.5%

Silverpop

2.7%

Teradata/Aprimo

1.8%

What CRM System does your organization use?
Salesforce.com

77%

Oracle/Siebel

8.8%

Other

8.8%

Microsoft Dynamics

2.7%

Sugar CRM

1.8%

None

.9%
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